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I. Summary

Over the past decade new societies built by millions of people have sprung up in the online
world. Their inhabitants buy goods, trade with each other, and form complex self-regulating
organizations and economic systems. Many of the academics who observed these new societies argued
for treating their virtual acquisitions and disputes as subject to a real world legal system. However, the
companies who create and run these worlds have already evolved a sophisticated quasi-legal system
through the use of the End-User License Agreement and informal mechanisms of negotiation. In
addition, the role that virtual property plays in an online world differs substantially from the role of real
world property. Players and their characters earn virtual property to socialize, for fun, or for status, not
for protection or investment. Shoehorning in a legal system that protects investment and ignores the
value of fun and communality would do terrible violence to these societies. Far better utility results from
allowing users and developers to continue elaborating on their quasi-legal systems in peace.

II. Virtual Worlds and the Property Problem

Virtual Worlds have gradually evolved from technical advances in networking technology to fullfledged replications of the works of JRR Tolkien and games like Dungeons and Dragons.1 In the late
1970s, innovators in computer technology made possible shared virtual spaces, where more then one
player could interact with the online world and with each other.2 Eventually, programmers took the next
step from text-only spaces to the development of an “avatar,” a graphical icon under their control.3 As
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computer hardware improved, these avatars would grow in complexity from tiny bits to reasonably
realistic human replicas. After a series of experimental, small-scale communities, the potential of the field
caught the attention of major corporations.4 Developers were highly attracted to the idea of a video
game where users paid $15, every month, for years.5 In the mid-90s, Sony released Everquest and
Origin Systems released Ultima Online, and the genre exploded in popularity.6
Modern Virtual Worlds are graphical, persistent, digital universes with populations per server
often numbering in the tens of thousands.7 Depending on what counts as a “Virtual World,” tens of
millions of accounts populate the various Virtual Worlds.8 Players control an avatar able to interact with
thousands of others in the shared game-space.9 The Company supplies the game code that mediates the
environment and the servers that give it persistence and a sort of physical reality.10 Since the early
experiments, improvements in graphics and virtual physics have led to increasingly persuasive worlds.11
New characters follow a similar route of gradual property acquisition and statistical improvement.12 New
avatars are relative weaklings barely able to hold their own against pigs and rats of unusual size.13 As
they fight more monsters, their underlying power statistics improve -- a form of virtual muscle-building
that increases their relative stamina and strength.14 The game typically tracks this development as
“levels” of power.15 In World of Warcraft, for instance, characters start at level 1, and with considerable
effort, can reach level 70, at which point they’re ready to take on the most difficult challenges.
Virtual Property is a fundamental part of these virtual worlds, and is key to a character’s
development and success. Most virtual property is similar to personal property; the clothes the character
wears, the armor they acquire, and the sword they use to fight with.16 These kinds of personal property,
while often decorative, also improve the character’s abilities, strengths, and relative power. Alongside
these practical items are decorative or socially-oriented property. Some worlds allow characters to
acquire real estate. For instance, in Ultima Online or Second Life, characters can create homes and
acquire virtual real estate.17 Not only can they “buy” homes, they can populate them with an extensive
array of furniture, trophies, and other personal effects.18 Virtual property varies, however, in execution.
In World of Warcraft, for example, property ranges from the “solid” to the relatively ephemeral. Some
items, such as potions, can be freely traded with no restrictions on time.19 However, they disappear after
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a single “use” and are simple items with low value.20 Other items, like the most powerful armor and
swords, have high player value but cannot be traded -- they are “bound” to the acquiring player as soon
as they “loot” it off the monster that carries it.21 The only way to trade the item is to trade the entire
avatar. Less powerful weapons can be traded after acquisition, but again bind to the player as soon as
they are used.22 Still other items are bound to particular times or places. The holiday season lets players
bound around on their own reindeer -- but it disappears around New Year’s.23 In addition, players must
periodically “repair” their weapons and armor with the virtual currency they acquire, or it becomes
completely unusable and depreciated.24
Virtual property markets have become highly liquid trading systems.25 Virtual World developers
consciously emulate systems of property ownership and economics by giving users the ability to hold
exchangeable items and land.26 Inside the World, players can use auction houses, bazaars, or trade
informally with other players.27 Where the company does not implement its own trading program,
players have persistently invented their own, developing markets in dozens of goods that are essential to
player improvement, having fun, or for resale.28 Many websites track the current prices of common
goods like they were any real-world commodity market. Virtual Worlds also typically use a shared
currency system that gives players a simple way to purchase goods and services.29
Reputation and social capital are more intangible then virtual property, but also vital to a player’s
success.30 Players forge social bonds and become part of the wider community, with all the benefits
resulting from reputation and connections.31 For example, success in EVE Online is not tied to a single
player’s accomplishments, but is imputed to the massive joint efforts of the “Corporation” they belong
to.32 An officer position in a well-run Corporation is profitable and powerful.33 Battles for control of a
single system require the coordinated activity of hundreds of players. Carefully sacrificing lower level
players in a sort of pawn’s gambit is a popular strategy. In general, access to the best items and
property is usually dependent not just on the player’s ability and time input, but on their ability to work
together with other players and network.34
Overseeing the world of avatars and their societies is the omnipresent Developer, who takes a
very active hand in the evolution and balance of their Virtual World. Developers have the ability,
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frequently exercised, to change or even take away items already in the player’s possession. Most Virtual
Worlds release free “patches” every few months, which include a raft of modifications to gameplay, new
content, and new items.35 Every new patch in Everquest II or Vanguard features substantial
modifications to items considered unbalanced.36 Companies even meddle with the most treasured
possession of the player -- his own avatar. Changes to basic abilities strengthen or weaken the player in
relation to other players.37 A substantial “nerf,” in game parlance, greatly diminishes the entire account’s
market value and its value to the player.38 In extreme cases, Developers can modify game code or
remove certain “overpowered” items overnight.39
These Virtual Worlds have extensive ties to the real world through exchanges of real money for
virtual cash, property, and accounts.40 Although Virtual World Developers nearly uniformly ban and
prohibit real world transactions, entrepreneurs prosper through sales of in-game currency for dollars.41
“Gold-farming,” or the practice of hiring low-wage overseas workers to accumulate gold for sale to
players with money, recently entered the lexicon.42 Alongside straightforward exchanges of virtual coin
for dollars, players often sell their accounts -- the accumulated inventory and skill that comprises a
character -- on the open market.43 Highly developed characters can auction for thousands of dollars. One
recent sale in World of Warcraft went for 7000 Euro, or approximately $9400.44 These sales take place
on any number of Internet sites, whether general secondary markets like Craigslist or specialized Virtual
World markets.
Largely as a result of these real world markets for virtual gold, Virtual Worlds have a real albeit
small economic impact on the actual world. Economist Edward Castronova has estimated that the
untapped GDP of virtual worlds exceeded seven billion dollars in 2006.45 World of Warcraft avatars,
representing hundreds of hours of effort and in the most popular Virtual World, sell for between $300
and $500.46 On Everquest II, on the company’s exchanges, prices run about $400 to $500 for the
highest-level characters.47 Sweatshops in low-wage nations have been able to turn Virtual Worlds into a
profitable job.48 In Everquest II, active sellers are able to make approximately between $200 and $500 a
month out of 5 to 6 hours of “work” a night.49 In 2001, Professor Castronova calculated the hourly wage
of Everquest players as approximately $3.42/hour, should they seek to convert their activities into real
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money.50 The finished picture of these Virtual Worlds is of two societies, one real and one virtual, with a
constant flow of real money and virtual currency between the two. The parallels between the real and
the virtual, and their interface, has led to considerable academic commentary.

a. Academic Treatment of Virtual Worlds

The rapid evolution of Virtual Worlds has exciting implications for a study of the ongoing growth
of their associated property systems.51 Entire societies, subcultures, and property systems have grown
from nothing in the space of under a decade.52 Lastowka and Hunter trail blazed analysis of these
property systems in 2004.53 They concluded that Virtual Worlds, up until then largely considered a mere
video game, were prime candidates for real world legal protections.54 After all, they wrote, “perhaps the
most striking feature of the property systems of the virtual worlds is how closely they mirror the real
world.”55 Swords act like swords, armor acts like armor, and budding real estate tycoons can develop
land. They followed this observation with a survey of theories that would justify extending real world
protection to virtual worlds. “Since millions of people,” they wrote, “labor to create objects of value in
virtual worlds, there are utilitarian grounds for granting property rights based on the value of the
transactions to individual users.”56 Since property rights in the real world enhance property value
through, among other things, reducing risk and transaction costs, the same could be true of Virtual
Property.57
The literature on Virtual Worlds subsequently exploded with a slew of theories expanding the
real world into the virtual one. Many felt that, as these accounts and property had real world value,
allowing developers to destroy them was tantamount to theft.58 Theodore Westbrook built on Lastowka
and Hunter’s work to argue that players and developers would gain in utility from imposing legal rights in
Virtual Worlds due in part to the dangers of chasing legitimate currency sales to the grey market.59 Backalley grey markets change legitimate market exchanges into breeding grounds for thieves and
exploiters.60 Thus, “the failure to recognize any property interest in virtual goods could result in the
unjust enrichment of hackers and imposters.”61 Bobby Glushko and Andrew Jankowich concluded that
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the unconscionability of the governing EULA, granting Developers all the rights in the game, greatly
impairs player’s utility by allowing developers to destroy valuable property.62 As Glushko wrote, the
“EULAs allow too much developer discretion in enforcing their terms, preventing players from predicting
what they can and cannot do and endangering player investments in time and money.”63 Bettina Chin
argued that the growing size and power of these Virtual Worlds makes the imposition of legal rights an
inevitability.64 Daniel Miller examined applying intellectual property and copyright law to Virtual Worlds.65
Cory Ondrejka argued that property rights stem from player-built content using in-game tools.66 His
theory is that real world legal rights encourages player creativity; indeed, Second Life is built on this
concept.67
Jamie Keyser likened the Developer to a governing authority, but without the fundamental
restrictions on that authority such as in the US Constitution.68 As Keyser writes, “the asymmetrical
balance of bargaining power between billion-dollar corporations and disenfranchised… individuals is
striking, and the contracts between these parties reflect that asymmetry.”69 Jack Balkin analogized the
developer/user relationship to the abusive corporate-run company town.70 Lastowka and Hunter
examined the popular theory that grey market auctions do not represent a sale of the avatar or his
items, but a sale of the player’s time and effort.71 In fact, this claim has become a talismanic facet of
online sales, placed in many auctions to give a thin gloss of legality to the transaction. Presumably it
arises from a dimly felt version of a Lockean theory of “desert from labor,” that is, the person who
created a valuable thing should profit from it.72
Despite the prolific commentary, the meaning of “legal protection in Virtual Worlds” has not been
well-defined; different writers use it in substantially different contexts. Generally all refer to allowing
users to utilize American courts and the American body of law to protect an economic interest in a Virtual
World context. Ondrejka uses it in the Second Life context, where players retain the intellectual property
they would have in an offline context.73 In that sense, it is not about extending legal protection so much
as not taking protection away.74 Jankowich uses it in a limited sense, identifying specific instances of
developer abuse that should be curtailed, such as when developers ban players who engage in sales on
the grey market.75 In that view, players who sell on the real world market should be sheltered from the
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developer’s wrath.76 Westbrook and Balkin have examined a unified system of legal rights, where even
concepts like defamation, criminal law, and certain torts are introduced into the Virtual World.77
Regardless, the consensus in favor of legal rights in the Virtual Worlds has been impressively welldeveloped.

b. Developer Response and the Governing EULA

The academic consensus in favor of real world legal rights is in stark contrast to the legal reality
of most Virtual Worlds. Corporations and developers have, in general, reacted with horror at the idea of
a court dictating the form their worlds will assume.78 They argue that the profitability and long-term
evolution of their games can only be achieved through maximum flexibility.79 As Professor Richard Bartle
writes, “The game conceit, freedom to evolve, and support of a hero’s journey -- without all three of
these fundamental characteristics, a virtual world is greatly diminished if not mortally wounded.”80 They
wonder if Developers could lower the value of an item of inventory, even if doing so would increase the
overall utility to players stemming from a balanced game.81 Could Developers add other items that
reduced the value of the item? Would offline property values have to be factored into balancing
considerations? What happens if the game shuts down?82
This terror is reflected in the resulting contracts between Developers and Players. Developers
primarily shield their internal workings from court manipulation through the End-User License
Agreement. The End-User License Agreement is the governing contract between user and Developer.83
In procedure they follow a common form. Users are confronted with a long legal document prior to
entering the Virtual World for the first time.84 In order to obtain access, they must scroll to the bottom
and click “I agree,” to the legal terms and conditions enclosed.85 After the initial consent, most Virtual
Worlds periodically require the same scroll-and-click procedure, typically on installation of a major game
update.86 This meets the standard definition of “clickwrap,” or a standardized, boilerplate set of take-itor-leave terms.87 There is near-uniform agreement in the courts that this procedure creates a valid
contract.88 Most of their substantive provisions have been confirmed through reams of legal precedent.89
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Courts have shown deference to EULAs in part because of their inevitability and in part because of their
efficiency.90 Technically, clicking “agree” constitutes a valid acceptance of the company’s offer, because
the agreement is conspicuous and the user has the ability to reject.91
Virtual World EULAs are similar in substance. Most contain a choice of law provision.92 Many to
most contain an arbitration provision.93 In terms of property, the two most relevant clauses allow the
company to, first, terminate a user account for any reason at any time, and second, immunize the
company from liability.94 Other clauses allow modification to the EULA at any time, and permit the
company to selectively enforce the EULA.95 For example, Blizzard Entertainment “reserves the right to
terminate this agreement without notice, if, in Blizzard Entertainments sole and absolute discretion, you
fail to comply with any terms contained in these Terms of Use.”96 Similarly, Sony Entertainment forces
players to disclaim any suit against Sony based on a claim that the player “owns” any virtual goods in the
game.97 Other clauses immunize developers against suit and deal with the ownership of intellectual
property.98 Another common term is the regulation of morals and standards, often included as an
ancilliary document in the Terms of Service.99 For example, World of Warcraft forbids language that “is
deemed to be offensive, including without limitation content or language that is unlawful, harmful,
threatening, abusive, harassing, defamatory, vulgar, obscene, hateful, sexually explicit, or racially,
ethnically or otherwise objectionable”100 EVE Online prohibits “any corporation or group within EVE
Online that is based on or advocates any anti-ethnic, anti-gay, anti-religious, racist, sexist, or other hatemongering philosophy.”101
The sum total of their reserved powers in the EULA gives Developers nearly unlimited legal
power with respect to their users. The emphasis on “offensive” and “hateful” behavior in the terms of
service gives developers considerable leeway to remove players based on their own subjective standards.
Even the most powerful dragon-slayer can be removed from the game at any time, no reason given, no
appeal allowed. When a player is banned, they are summarily booted from the game, and must contact
the customer service department to plead their case. Developers routinely manipulate player’s property,
enhancing or removing valuable properties of an item in pursuit of game play. They are also merciless in
pursuit of players deemed to be exploiting bugs in the game or purchasing items for cash on the grey
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market. These offenders are usually banned for life regardless of the subjective or objective value of
their accounts.

1. Mechanisms of Negotiation

However, despite the overwhelming discretion Developers hold, users are far from powerless
when it comes to affecting their virtual property. In the word of mouth driven marketplace for Virtual
Worlds, criticism hits Developers in the pocketbook, and they have refused to listen to customers at their
peril. Considering especially the long-term relationship Virtual Worlds seek to have with their customers,
the reputation the company has for honesty and responsiveness is an important asset.102 Players need to
trust that the game will evolve in a fun and reasonable way.103 As a result, the desires of companies and
players are mediated through several avenues. A major, if indirect, method is simply market pressure. A
second, more direct method is the feedback Developers get from the aggregated complaints and
concerns of the playerbase.104
Community forums give players a tremendous resource to put pressure on Developers over
decisions they disagree with. They have a long tradition of forcing changes to the World.105 The Warden
controversy in the privacy context is characteristic.106 Warden is an anti-cheating tool Blizzard
Entertainment runs on the user’s computer while the player uses World of Warcraft.107 Privacy advocates
argued that there was no evidence Warden could not be used to sniff out credit card numbers and other
non-game private information stored on the user’s computer.108 After the forums exploded with
complaints, Blizzard was forced to release a statement “clarifying” that the scanning program “does not
review or retrieve anything that's personally identifiable.”109 After Blizzard redefined their objective as
fighting cheating, the BBC noted, “many gamers seem happy to tolerate The Warden even though they
acknowledged that it eroded their privacy to an extent.”110
Abuse of the paid server transfer functionality resulted in a similar furor with respect to a small
group of players.111 In World of Warcraft, players are allowed to “transfer servers,” taking with them
anything in their possession to an entirely new community.112 A few Warcraft players noticed a group of
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characters on their server that, despite having amazing gear, had never been seen before.113 It quickly
became clear that only a server transfer that violated the official terms of service could explain their
presence.114 The new presence of heavily-geared and wealthy outsiders upset the social system,
economy, and morals of the established players.115 Once again the forums exploded with complaints over
favoritism.116 This time Blizzard attempted to respond with heavy-handed repression, banning from the
forums the rabble-rousers and deleting threads.117 This only fanned the flames. Eventually, Blizzard
released a statement in which they “apologize[d] to the players on Eldre'Thalas for having disrupted the
current state of their realm with this issue.”118 The traveling players were transferred back, and Blizzard
promised a review of policies to prevent the same from happening again.119
Online forums also give Developers guidelines for what best benefits the playerbase when there
is no obvious answer as to what is the most efficient outcome. Is it good policy to erase someone’s
expensive account because they moved a Virtual Floor a few feet?120 A guild named “Overrated” changed
the game’s code in order to skip hours of tedious “clearing” of minor monsters to get right to the Boss
with the loot.121 Numerous users on the Warcraft forums attacked the guild in question for violating
notions of fair play, and exulted in their eventual bans.122 Even one of the hackers admitted that “we had
it coming.”123 Is it reasonable to ban a player for running a program that automates his avatar’s actions,
letting him to walk away from the keyboard while his character mindlessly hacks and slashes at
monsters?124 After all, he could do the exact same thing legally -- if he was at his keyboard. However,
“botting” is a common complaint in many game experiences, and World of Warcraft ended up
implementing a “vote” system that allowed players to collectively “kick” from the battleground players
they suspected were not at their keyboards.125
User desires have even forced game companies to restrict player mobility and ownership where
it is in the developer’s direct financial interest to expand player rights. There is no cost to Blizzard
Entertainment from a paid server transfer, and they charge a hefty fee for the service.126 However, other
players typically suffer when a player transfers. Often, transferring players steal their guild’s entire bank,
or incur big loans from friends, secure in the knowledge that they will be skipping towns.127 It is difficult
to enforce reputation systems when players know they can act selfishly or fraudulently, then simply
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transfer to greener pastures. Therefore, players can only transfer once every three months, and they are
not permitted to bring more then a certain amount of gold.128 Nor are they allowed to transfer to
overcrowded servers that have substantial wait times.129
In addition to these intra-world mechanisms, inter-world market pressure pushes developers
towards favorable property decisions. The Virtual World sphere is a competitive marketplace with
numerous new entrants under development.130 Along with the heavy-hitters like World of Warcraft,
Everquest II, and Lineage, there are plenty of small-scale MMOs that can experiment with property
systems without risking losing large amounts of subscribers.131 Many new entrants are waiting in the
wings, seeking out new market niches should any present themselves.132
Competitive flux has changed the Virtual World marketplace numerous times over its short
history. For a long period, Everquest and Ultima Online had the space virtually to themselves.133
Gradually, new entrants like Dark Age of Camelot and Star Wars Galaxies carved out their own territory,
each including variants on the property acquisition models first seen in early Virtual Worlds.134 Around
2004, the tremendous success of World of Warcraft induced a great deal of interest in the Virtual World
niche. The field was significantly broadened by new genres like the Social world, including Second Life,
There.com, and Sims Online, as well as genres like the first-person shooter MMO that de-emphasized
property acquisition in favor of raw combat, child-friendly games like Club Penguin, and easy-to-enter
social meetingplaces like Habbo Hotel.

135

In sum, despite the lock-in effects that would seem to follow

from time in a Virtual World, players have been willing to switch and new users have entered the
market.
In fact, inter-game competition has shown that the trend of successful games in the marketplace
has been away from games that analogize too strongly to real-world property systems. World of
Warcraft, by far the market leader, is in many ways a regression from the property systems of earlier
games like Ultima Online. A sharply limited set of goods can be traded, and the highest value goods are
typically kept off the marketplace.136 There is no real estate, and personal property is usually whatever
can be plausibly carried in a player’s virtual backpack.137 By contrast, Ultima Online players could place
furniture in their own highly realized, personalized houses.138 In Lord of the Rings Online, one of the
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newest games, player accomplishments are not reflected just in property, but in accomplishments like
“Slaughterer of Numerous Sheep” that appear as titles over the player’s head.139 Titles perform the same
function as much personal property, as a visible record of player achievement, but are nontradable and
entirely personal.140
Using player feedback and market pressure to effect change has advantages over traditional
legal protections. They correspond to the collective utility of all players, not just one or some of the total
playerbase. They only work when the desires of the players are aggregated to the extent that
Developers can be reasonably sure they represent the majority of the playerbase. In a complicated
economy, it’s not easy to tell when satisfying one customer’s demands is at the expense of game
balance, other players, developer flexibility, and other legitimate concerns. They are more susceptible to
incremental change, allowing Developers to focus on exactly what is bothering players, rather then
imposing rigid rules out of necessity. These mechanisms, taken together, show how games can evolve a
quasi-legal structure with efficient property values even where there is no legal recourse for players and
under the aegis of a powerful EULA.141 They also reveal how the EULA, so often demonized, is really just
a front for the daily renegotiation of player rights that takes place under its protection. As Julian Dibbell
notes142,

“And lo and behold, the end-user license agreement - that egregious tool of corporate
tyranny over the defenseless, voiceless customer (or so I had painted it) - starts to look
more like the place where a complicated give and take between designers and players is
finally ratified, transformed from a murky power struggle into the legally binding rules of
the game. The EULA starts to look less like a contract of adhesion, in other words, than
like a social contract.”

The EVE Online Pyramid Scheme is a prime example of how developers and users negotiate
towards mutual solutions. An EVE player starts his career not as a weakling with a sword, but as a
captain of a space ship.143 Players can mine asteroids for ore and battle space pirates, but player against
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player battle is the heart of the game.144 “Corporations” composed of hundreds, if not thousands, of
associates battle for valuable territory throughout space.145 In a game architecture sense, EVE does not
use a distributed server system where players are fragmented into small communities. Instead, the over
one hundred thousand EVE players co-exist in a single shared Universe.146
Many players had large liquid balances; recognizing a need, a player by the name of Cally
invented the Eve Investment Bank.147 The bank took deposits of EVE’s currency, ISK, and paid interest
rates of up to 9%.148 The bank took in approximately $125,000 during its lifetime.149 Eventually, the
scheme came crashing down, and Cally ran off with the investor’s money.150 After considerable uproar,
the developers released a statement that they would not be sanctioning Cally’s account, although they
would attempt to prevent him from selling his ill-gotten gains on the grey market.151
Although sometimes presented as a prime example of the need for real world legal protection,
the practical consequences of legal action would be troubling. If the developer could prevent such fraud
through simply changing the game’s code, then they probably would.152 If banning the player responsible
would aid the player base and the game, then such an action would only be a few clicks away. But
banking is inherently a risky process; victims of pyramid schemes or simply creditors of the bankrupt in
the real world rarely get their money back.153 It also encourages moral hazard. Users should not invest
blithely in banks, secure in the knowledge that the developer will bail out investors. The efficient result
was, in all probability, to take no action against the scammer as the least-bad alternative.
Instead, EVE took a unique route towards resolving tension with the playerbase.154 Player
allegations that EVE developers were using their considerable powers to aid certain Corporations over
others created a second scandal.155 The company offered to allow the playerbase to elect nine
representatives to act as an independent auditor over the company, forming an oversight committee
over EVE’s policies.156 The result is not a step towards property rights, but towards a greater coinvolvement of players and developers in developing a working relationship.157

c. Second Life and the Bragg Lawsuit
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The Bragg lawsuit in Second Life is emblematic of the problem of virtual property rights, the
push for real world protections, and the defensive corporate response. Second Life represents a high
point in giving property rights to players.158 Second Life grants -- or allows -- players to retain the
intellectual property rights in the items they create with the company’s coding system.159 Second Life
advertising emphasizes its value as an investment -- and exults in providing players with legally
enforceable property.160 Some players have made fortunes by selling items from clothes to functioning
genitalia.161 Land speculation is viable, and space next to or in heavily-trafficked areas can produce
profits.162 An island sells for $1695; rentals are available in virtual apartment buildings.163
Mark Bragg, an attorney, was an active speculator in Second Life real estate.164 Second Life uses
an online auction system to parcel out new plots of land to users.165 Bragg discovered a method that
allowed users to start a land auction invisible to competing bidders; he took advantage of this exploit to
purchase “Taessot,” a virtual land parcel, for three hundred dollars.166 Linden Labs, Second Life’s
developer, quickly took action.167 They froze his account, deleted his avatar, and took his name off title
to all of the property he had, including, controversially, property earned legitimately before the Taessot
transaction.168
Bragg sued Linden Labs in Pennsylvania state court for fraud, breach of contract, and breach of
state consumer protection statutes.169 Underlying these claims was a theory of reasonable reliance;
Bragg claimed that he relied on Linden Labs’ frequent press releases touting their unique intellectual
property right system.170 Indeed, Linden Labs has gone out of its way to promote itself as uninvolved
with a user’s legal rights, and to pitch Second Life as a money-making venture.171 The company has
encouraged books like the “Entrepreneur's Guide to Second Life: Making Money in the Metaverse,” and
major US Corporations, such as Coke and Toyota, have set up expansive pavilions.172
But while the terms of service permits users to retain the intellectual property rights in content
they create, the rest of the document is a more standard Virtual World EULA.173 In essence, Linden Labs
tried to have it both ways -- embracing the academic consensus for virtual rights while retaining
dictatorial power over their servers. Linden Labs retains the right to “manage, regulate, control, modify
and/or eliminate” the currency system that allows players to turn virtual profits into real dollars.174
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Currency exchange transactions can be halted, suspended, discontinued, or reversed for suspected fraud
or other "violations of other laws or regulations."175 There are required arbitration and attorney fee
provisions.176 Most tellingly:

“Linden Lab has the right at any time for any reason or no reason to suspend or
terminate your Account, terminate this Agreement, and/or refuse any and all current or future
use of the Service without notice or liability to you. In the event that Linden Lab suspends or
terminates your Account or this Agreement, you understand and agree that you shall receive
no refund or exchange for any unused time on a subscription, any license or subscription fees,
any content or data associated with your Account, or for anything else.”177

Linden Labs paid a high legal price for their bifurcated strategy.178 First, the case was removed
to District Court. In a motion to compel arbitration, the District Court strongly indicated that Linden Lab's
many public pronouncements of real legal ownership of virtual property was inconsistent with their
action against Bragg.179 The court refused to enforce the arbitration agreement as unconscionable
against public policy.180 The court also found the terms of service to be a contract of adhesion without
market alternatives.181 On the substantive prong of unconscionability, the court faulted the TOSs'
numerous reservations of authority in Linden Labs.182 Arbitration was denied.183 A Harvard Evidence
class, sitting as a hypothetical jury, recognized Bragg’s property interest based primarily on Linden Lab’s
public pronouncements and reasonable reliance on them.184 Linden Labs ended up settling for an
undisclosed sum, and one of the first forays into the real world ended without establishing precedent but
with many unsettled issues.185

II. Rejecting Legal Rights in Virtual Worlds

The legal and equitable confusion of the Bragg suit and the Developer and academic furor
surrounding it results from a fundamental misunderstanding about Virtual Property. Virtual Property
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looks like real property. To the extent the code can manage it, it acts like real property. But its users
extract fundamentally different types of utility from their items and acquisitions. The communal, social
atmosphere of virtual worlds has little in common with a system aimed at encouraging investment. Users
care far more about relative status and fair play then about security and fixed values. The goal is fun and
entertainment, not work and profit. Real world legal protections do nothing to vindicate these interests;
indeed, they probably hinder it through misplaced doctrines with no virtual analogue. These separate
goals explain why gold selling and account selling, both positive, value-building activities from a
traditional context, are highly negative irritants to most players. Real world legal rights would protect the
gold farmers, exploiters, and account sellers that have a negative impact on the overall worlds.
Developers require the flexibility that comes from a strong EULA in order to fight their influence and
other real problems in the virtual context, and are rightly afraid of the transaction costs associated with
real world courts.
Virtual property accomplishes three major goals for users. First, it serves as a measure of status;
greater investment in the game and greater skill leads to a visual recognition of the user’s importance
through the online equivalent of flashy cars and massive mansions.186 Second, virtual property is a form
of entertainment. It captures the warm glow of acquisition and accomplishment -- the tangible “reward”
of achievement.187 Finally, it is an aid to socializing.188 Much virtual property can only be earned through
shared work, through trading with others, or through working within the world’s trade skill system.
These facets generally fit into the framework identified by Richard Bartle and Nicholas Yee in their work
on player motivations.189 Yee identified three components of Virtual World players.190 Achievers focus on
status and advancement.191 Socializers focus on forming relationships and teammwork.192 Immersive
players enjoy discovery and customization.193
In most Virtual Worlds, time spent in the world results in more status through the acquisition of
more powerful property and the building of virtual muscles. The best armor and weapons have showy
particle effects, or coordinated armor patterns, and easily differentiate the character from low-status
players with mismatched armor. High-status characteres ride dragons instead of horses, or massive
spaceships instead of tiny passenger shuttles. High-time players are the experienced veterans, worthy of
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respect, who can conquer obstacles the low-timers cannot. Many users play specifically because their
real lives are stuck in low-status or low-income positions, escaping to a world where skill and time are
sufficient for success. One player wrote194:

Have you ever woken up from a dream that was so much more pleasant than real life
that you wish you could fall back to sleep and return to the dream? Unfortunately (or
maybe fortunately) this never works, and you start your day off with a touch of sadness
that the wonders of the dream can't be realized. For some, World of Warcraft is like a
dream they don't have to wake up from, a world better than the real world because their
efforts are actually rewarded with increased status.

In World of Warcraft, the obsession with status manifests itself in websites like Wowjutsu, which
ranks guilds according to the collective high-quality property of their members. Take also, for example,
the neverending battle for territory in games like EVE Online. Territory with no real-world value other
then the pleasure of “owning” cannot be explained without reference to bragging rights. World of
Warcraft originally rewarded the most dedicated player-against-player users with special titles, powerful
and showy property, and an ongoing scoreboard of the server leaders. In these situations the resulting
property does not have any special value except as a record of achievement and symbol of
accomplishment.195 The value to players is not in the trophy but what the trophy represents.
Once they’ve bought into the existing status system, players strongly approve of efforts to
restrict or shut down “gold-farming” players who play primarily to sell their items on the secondary
market.196 Buying gold on the secondary market shifts possession of the status symbols from those who
invest time and build skill to those who happen to have money.197 Users who do not or cannot buy their
way to power are once again have-nots in a world they often entered to escape money-driven status.
Even of those players who purchase gold on real world exchanges, the prime motivation is status, not to
resell at profit or for other investment purposes.198 Richard Bartle suggests that players either purchase
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high-level characters to “catch up” with friends who are already at a greater power level, or to instantly
move to the top of a social hierarchy that prioritizes those with the best loot.199
Players also approve when developers adjust the strength of inventory items and avatar abilities
in order to let all users earn status at a constant rate.200 Maintaining a level playing field helps keep the
“winners” to those with real skill and time to invest in the game, rather then those who are “lucky”
enough to possess unbalanced items and characters.201 For example, a recent bug in World of Warcraft
allowed some, but not all, characters to purchase superpowered armor for free. Allowing the players to
keep their cheaply-won gains would disrupt the existing mechanisms for status gain -- making hollow the
efforts of all the players who acquired their armor the honest way. By contrast, real world legal systems
do not protect relative status, just property. The Bragg lawsuit had no room for the effect on third
parties from exploiting, or otherwise breaking the World for a particular user’s gain. The dispute was
entirely between the developer and the single user; such an analysis leaves out the effect on utility for
the rest of the world.
The emphasis on status systems also explain facets of virtual worlds that fly fundamentally
against real-world laws.202 Killing others is good.203 War is encouraged; perpetual warfare is not some
Orwellian nightmare, but the ordinary state of affairs.204 Death is, at worst, a nuisance. Revenge killings
are exalted. While this precept underpins western law, battles and wars in virtual worlds determine
status without any of the bloody side-effects. They are also highly entertaining; as Lastowka notes,
“Violence, anarchy, warfare, and destruction are all great fun to have with your pals in Norrath -- God
forbid that anyone try to turn them into a blueprint for real society, though.”205
The status-driven nature of Virtual Property goes hand-in-hand with an emphasis on socialization
and community. The role of virtual property tilts strongly in favor of the communal rather then the
private property of western legal systems.206 This is especially clear with the role of virtual real estate.
The most popular Virtual Worlds feature, not self-contained pieces of real property, but extensive
communal spaces where players are able to collaborate.207 Most Virtual Worlds feature centralized areas
for characters to congregate, socialize, and relax.208 In World of Warcraft, the game launched with three
“Capital Cities,” with the expectation that players would spread out according to their preferences. It
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quickly became clear that all players wanted to be in the same place as their friends; the other two cities
were nearly abandoned. In the expansion, Blizzard put everyone in the same City. Another complaint
about Virtual Worlds is when they “feel empty,” and the player is essentially paying a monthly fee for a
virtually empty game.209 Acknowledging these concerns, Vanguard recently merged entire servers
together to create an acceptable population level.210 Walling off shared spaces for private real estate had
a well-recognized negative effect on Ultima Online, resulting in virtual land rushes that quickly paved
over available land and led to numerous player complaints.211 In some games like Sims Online, players
only earn gold and reputation by opening up their homes and virtual real estate to visitors.212 Avatars in
Sims Online receive bonus money from the game based on the amount of players using their space.213
The resulting cash can be used to upgrade the house, thereby attracting more visitors. Protecting the
privacy of the home makes little sense in Sims Online.214
Guilds, or cooperative organizations of players, also demonstrate the community orientation of
most Virtual Worlds. As James Grimmelmann writes, even though “the powers granted to them by the
games are very weak,” almost all Virtual Worlds feature guilds, and they are “key to the social energy of
a virtual world.”215 These fluid, communal organizations have little in common, in the real world, with
group constructs like Corporations. Players voluntarily give up their own property to accomplish shared
goals through guilds and other cooperative arrangements.216 Guilds depend on the pooling of time and
inventory to complete shared goals. A well-functioning guild assigns players to needed trade skills, pools
resources to purchase raw materials, and uses the “finished goods” to defeat the latest and greatest
monster.217 An efficient use of shared inventory is important for the guild’s success.218 In World of
Warcraft, the major accomplishments are on a guild-by-guild basis, rather then any individual player.
Many World of Warcraft players can name the top worldwide guilds and their accomplishments, but they
would be hard-pressed to name any of the individual players.
Maintaining a communal system when the players are anonymous masks is challenging. As a
result, buying and selling Avatars is socially taboo.219 Many players find it chilling that a friend or trading
partner, who they have shared hundreds of hours with, could be abruptly replaced with a stranger
wearing the same face.220 Selling and trading avatars plays havoc with reputational and networking
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systems.221 It adds uncertainty and risk even to transactions with characters the player has spent years
working with. Many Virtual Worlds have horror stories of the guild’s bank manager selling off, and the
new account owner stealing guild money. Given this, extending legal protection to players who sell their
accounts flies directly in the face of a social system that needs trust and long-term reputation systems to
grow and prosper.
Instead, users and Developers implement strategies and technologies to encourage communal
property and exchange. Most guilds set up “Banks” comprised of the joint effort of many different
players with different skill sets.222 These banks are jointly controlled by members of the organization,
typically organized along hierarchical lines, but committed to communal goals like beating a large-scale
boss.223 Access to the items in the bank can be Each According to their Need, or based on a formula
relating to who adds to the bank, or so on. Developers have begun to formalize and empower communal
decision-making. Already, EVE Online Corporations own vast portions of space, ruling them as absolute
entities with their own power to set rules. Companies have encouraged this behavior by creating in-world
tools for guild management, rewarding cooperatives with the best and most rare items, and even inviting
certain powerful guilds to beta-test their latest content.
Finally, many players simply resist the imposition of real-world economics and money-driven
decisions in a world designed primarily for relaxation and fun.224 As Economist Edward Castronova
writes, "Without the EULA, Dark Age of Camelot is not a play space, it is a suburb of Newark — a place
that used to be swampland, but now has houses, businesses, and athletic fields, all of which are utterly
indistinguishable under law from the house, businesses and athletic fields of Newark itself."225 They
resent that the special nature of Virtual Worlds has fallen prey to commodification, transforming noncommercial relationships into market exchanges.226 Extensive gold-farming promotes hyperinflation,
devaluing player’s property until “there was no way for anyone, time-rich or time-poor, to keep up with
the rising cost of living except by resorting to the same very effective but not very playful methods that
made the gold farmers rich.”227 That is, just to stay level with everyone else, players were forced to
intensively kill monsters rather then relax, socialize, and have fun.228
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Entertainment value explains why many players want their hard-won virtual items to continually
lose value on the grey market. Many Virtual Worlds create systems of planned obsolescence in order to
challenge players to keep playing the game.229 For example, Everquest II releases a steady stream of
“expansions” that include a massive new armory of improved weapons and armor.230 These items not
only require conquering new challenges, they make obsolete and worthless almost all of the inventory a
player has already accumulated.231 World of Warcraft implements slow inflation in their economy in order
to discourage gold-hoarding.232 These implementations come at the cost of investment in property, but
they change up the gameplay and are necessary to encourage players to keep playing.233 Players, in fact,
complain when the gap between expansions is too long -- clamoring for their own hard-won items to be
rendered valueless(!)234
Everquest II’s Station Exchange is a good example of the questionable relation of virtual
property to entertainment value.235 Station Exchange is the only company-designed and approved
interface for real-world sales of virtual property. At launch, in 2005, it took in $180,000 worth of
transactions over the first month.236 However, even two years later, the program has not been expanded
beyond its initial two servers -- out of thirty total.237 There has been no rush to join that server open to
the real world; in fact, the two initial open-market servers were merged together to increase player
population.238 Even of those players who purchased goods, the rationale was typically not out of an
absolute utility from the goods, but to keep up with highly-powered friends.239 The same analysis
showed that “active sellers are not gaming Station Exchange (i.e. buying low and selling high). Rather,
they are playing the game, questing or crafting objects of value, and selling them at auction.”240

b. Goals of Companies

Developers have sought to implement user goals them through win-win situations that make
both developers and users happy.241 As Grimmelman has noted, Virtual Worlds are unique in that their
system of laws is hard-coded into the very physical world.242 When theft is no longer a gameplay feature,
the very ability to steal is simply removed.243 When long-term real estate becomes a problem, it
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disappears. When new problems loom, both developers and players seek to diminish them by lowering
transaction costs, rather then adding laws.
Virtual Worlds have sought to minimize the transaction costs associated with market transactions
through restricting the ways they can arise.244 In particular, the setup of auction houses and other
trading system removes the possibility of nonperformance.245 The game itself checks that both parties
have the requisite gold and items before allowing the transaction, which is instantaneous.246 Warranties,
returns, and other legal features have no place, because all property is exactly as offered, no more and
no less.247 Game mechanisms that allow for “cheating” by tricking click-happy, unwary customers are
swiftly replaced with dialog boxes that ensure the player is making an informed decision.248 In a world
with no theft, foolproof locks, and where killing each other is for fun, the chance of user-on-user
property disputes is unlikely.249 Real legal protections are, after all, a form of transaction cost to guard
against fraud, nonperformance, and other failures of the market system.250 Where the market system
itself is built to prevent the need for such intervention, the need for legal intervention is minimal.251
At the same time, companies are extremely leery of granting property rights to players that hold
any relevance in the outside world. The costs associated with enforcement could be prohibitive.252
Developers would face considerable uncertainty as to what property they could manipulate without
warning.253 Open questions raised by granting property rights include the type of damages a player could
seek, the extent to which corporations would be responsible for maintaining the value of the property,
and the corporation’s freedom to terminate a relationship with the player when that player holds legal
property on the company’s servers.254 What happens if the player cannot pay the monthly fee for
membership? At what point would the property interest become legally cognizable -- upon signup, or
only after a period of time?255
Transaction costs would also be substantial. If a Player sues a different Player, Corporations
could be forced to submit to costly discovery requests, including the personal financial information of
customers.256 Otherwise, there would be no method of discovering who was behind Sephroth776 when
he scammed AngelEyes out of a Bow +10. The same would be true if the Player sued the Corporation on
any number of equitable theories, except the corporation would also incur the cost of defense.257
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Considering that Virtual Worlds prosper through millions of user accounts using the same legal scheme,
and that World of Warcraft banned over 30,000 accounts for various violations of terms of service in May
2006 alone, legal contests could become very costly very quickly.258 Expanding property rights is not
necessarily possible or desirable for companies even when there is no real legal threat. The transaction
costs and tremendous complexity associated with expanding property rights have prevented game
companies from setting up systems like banking and finance, even in the face of consumer demand.259
Rather then exulting in their ultimate power, Developers view acting as God as an expense, a
problem that they have to resolve. Even the in-game customer service department, judge and jury in
charge of enforcing the TOS, was an unexpected expense for developers. In Ultima Online, at the outset
of Virtual Worlds,260

Running the game masters' room is a big expense for Origin and, to a large degree, an
unanticipated one. Britannia was supposed to be self-policing, but instead it kept veering
toward anarchy. Early on, more experienced players figured out how to identify new
characters, or, as they are called, "newbies." Some players were luring newbies out into
the woods, beyond the protection of the town guards, and killing them; others were
encouraging newbies to commit crimes, and then letting the guards kill them. The result
was a lot of players whose experience of the game consisted mostly of being dead, a
condition that discouraged them from continuing to pay their monthly fees.

c. The Failure of Real World Legal Systems

Even where Developers struggle, there is no evidence that real world courts would do a
substantially better job. Property rights in the real world often protect interests with no virtual analogue.
Users do not need food, housing, or any other of the necessaries that are important to survival.261 Safety
and security is another relative nonissue; while players can be harassed, property has nothing to do with
creating safe spaces or sanctuaries.262 Contracts and risk-transference devices are largely unnecessary;
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as Grimmelmann notes, “we might plausibly ask how much practical difference rich contractural
protection would make.”263 Grimmelmann writes that “the single most important commercial transaction
-- the present sale of goods -- can be handled without formal contracts... the common contingencies
many contracts are drafted to avoid are simply not possibilities. There is no danger of defective goods
because items in games typically don’t have hidden attributes.”264 Investment opportunities are also rare.
There are no “mines, factories, aqueducts, or other capital intensive projects” that require large
contractural borrowing.265 In sum, huge swathes of the goals of the American property system are
simply inapplicable.
There is no evidence that real world courts would manage virtual world lawsuits in an efficient
and economically effective manner.266 Just in terms of time, the Bragg lawsuit took nearly a year to
evolve, an eternity in Virtual World time and a substantial fraction of Second Life’s lifespan to date. On a
theoretical level, Courts would be at sea attempting to understand the most efficient rule. The litigants
with the most incentive to sue, and thus to have their interest recognized, are typically those whose role
in Virtual Worlds is considered negative by wide swathes of the playerbase: gold farmers, account
sellers, and exploiters. In fact, as Julian Dibbell writes, “Ruling the EULA to be a valid contract..would
have sent the question back where it belonged - into the much more finely tuned evaluative process that
is the ceaseless, grinding struggle between players and designers over the shape of the game.”267
Permitting the intrusion of real world legal protections into the Virtual World context would do
considerable violence to the existing EULA-based regime. End-User License Agreements are not only the
preferred legal authority for the Virtual World context, they constitute the governing contracts for
millions of people in both the online and offline context.268 While some limited authority suggests that
severe unconscionability will be prohibited, particularly in the forced arbitration and forum selection
contexts, thousands of companies depend on the enforceability of their substantive clauses.269 Carving
out a haven of legal authority from their aegis would call into doubt all of the dependence that
corporations place on the EULA. Although “the process of assuming the unenforceability of the EULA is
necessary to analyze... virtual rights,” the secondary effects of this assumption are properly part of the
cost-benefit analysis.270
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If the EULA is overruled due to problems of formation or unconscionability, then the very basis
of the EULA-contracting context would be called into question. EULAs have come under considerable
academic attack for calling into question the traditional contracting methodology of offer-acceptanceformation. Many have noted that the idea of an objective meeting of the minds is very questionable
when customers never read the EULA, companies don’t want them to read it, and the opportunity to
negotiate is virtually nonexistent. Many writers have supported a movement to a subjective intent
standard that depends primarily on the expectations of the consumer.271 Implicit in such critiques is the
idea that the average form contract will be subjected to the uncertainty of subjective-intent analysis.272
Others have created Bills of Rights broadly applicable to computer EULAs.273
Regardless, EULAs have been upheld for decades because they are necessary and heavily used
to correspond to the realities of mass-consumer contracting.274 Nor do Virtual Worlds represent an
unusually good opportunity for overruling. The EULAs are typically presented to customers on the entire
computer screen, in bright lettering, and at regular intervals. Players have explicitly agreed not to
engage in market transactions outside of the game, and have disclaimed any property rights in their
characters.275 Instead, consumer competition and criticism ensures that the actual treatment of players is
“reasonable” according to the vast majority of consumers, and punishes companies that refuse to bow to
these standards.
A prime example of the superiority of the quasi-legal Virtual World system to the real world legal
system is the most efficient treatment of the shadowy Virtual World grey market.276 The grey market
comprises the interface between the virtual world and the real, where players exchange avatars and
items for cash.277 Almost all corporations running a Virtual World have expressed official disapproval of it,
and have chased buyers and sellers off traditional exchange sites like eBay onto less scrupulous
meetingplaces.278 Players found to have purchased grey market gold, items, or characters are typically
banned.279 Others are scammed out of their accounts by unscrupulous buyers and sellers.280
Commentators criticize the inefficency of chasing a fully-developed market to the shadows, and the
resulting inequity inherent in the fraud and scamming involved in an unregulated grey market.281
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However, when users widely disapprove of real market transactions because they violate notions
of fairness and socialization, a grey market becomes a very reasonable solution.282 It gives the selling
users a “safety valve,” letting them leave a Virtual World with a satisfying level of profit. Purchasing
players can gain access to the Virtual World without going through the usual path, but without gaining
access to the status and reputation accrued from playing in an “honest” way. In terms of just the grey
market transaction, the real risk of being banned is relatively small, and can be priced in as part of the
risk of business.283 Overall, the grey market bows to the demands of the vast majority of players who
disapprove of online gold sales and avatar trading as outside the acceptable norms of the Virtual
World.284 Developers, through underenforcement, can satisfy both parties. They can and do allow an
acceptable level of market trading for those users who wish to leave while stemming anything that
offends the user base or threatens the overall economy.
On the other hand, should a property right arise in grey market sales, it seems starkly unlikely
that the volume of resulting trade would be so high, or the growth in sales value so extreme, as to
outweigh the substantial harm to the many consumers who see grey market sales as a persistent MMO
evil.285 The only losers under the present system are the few that are scammed or banned for illegal
activity.286 It is difficult to see the gains in overall utility stemming from the legal recognition of such
trades.287 The experience of Sony’s Station Exchange is telling. Sony touts as a primary feature the
safety of their system.288 The front page talks about removing old problems like scamming passwords,
bait-and-switch over the character’s inventory, and the risk of non-delivery.289 However, analysis of the
program’s success revealed that prices on Station Exchange and prices on unregulated secondary sites
were “essentially the same.”290 In addition, of the roughly 40,000 players on the two servers covered by
the Station Exchange program, only around 1,500 participated in Station Exchange in some way.291
The Bragg lawsuit also demonstrated the problems of extending real world legal protections to
Virtual Worlds.292 It seems beyond a doubt that Linden Lab’s actions were in the best interest of both the
company and the playerbase. Bragg attempted to manipulate the economy, took advantage of flaws in
the company’s code, and damaged a stable market system.293 The Judge’s proposed treatment would
have, as many recognized, eviscerated EULAs not only in Second Life, but around the entire Virtual
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World sphere.294 Raph Koster, a Virtual World theorist, noted that the ruling put all Virtual World terms of
service in trouble.295 Linden Lab’s quasi-legal mechanisms, as imperfect as they may be, would be
replaced by year-long legal processes resulting in substantial uncertainty on all sides of transactions.
Bragg is now attempting to interest Second Life residents in a class action suit against Linden Labs.296

III. Conclusion

In all, Virtual Worlds may have increasingly become analogues to the Real World. But they have
not lost enough “game” attributes like status-seeking, socialization, and entertainment to justify bringing
in real world legal rights. Virtual Worlds contain strong economic systems, coherent communities, and a
system of property values that closely mimic a real-world system of legal protections.297 Communication
between developers and players has resulted in a pattern of gradual change to create an efficient
outcome.298 The resulting property system will emphasize communal activities, entertainment, and other
“fun” oriented activities like competitive status-seeking. Developers will probably continue to encourage
these fundamental facets as they continue to build property systems. The future of this system could
prove to be remarkably different from typical western notions of property and exchange. It is not yet
time, if it ever will be, to bring in the majesty of the law.
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